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The manager himself was also stupefied. This fish actually really became well! Isn’t that ridiculous?! 

“Classmate Qi, thank you.” Tang Wei wiped her eyes and expressed her gratitude towards Qi Xuewen. 

Qi Xuewen revealed out a courteous smile, “Classmate Tang Wei, please do not take it so seriously to 

heart, helping others is my life objective.” 

“No matter what, I must still thank you. I will treat you to a meal tonight.” 

“Since classmate Tang Wei has personally requested it, I will of course not reject classmate Tang Wei’s 

invitation.” Qi Xuewen smiled modestly. This commoner school belle seems to be interested in me. I 

didn’t expect that there would be such a good thing like this when I came here to have a meal. I have 

practically killed two birds with one stone. Firstly, I have absorbed the dragon energy, and secondly, I 

have a meal later on with classmate Tang Wei. 

Qing Ya laughed involuntarily, “Ye Hua, seems like there is someone who’s much faster than you, and 

much more able to act cool.” 

Ye Hua remained silent. However, this youngster is the second person that I have met that possesses 

abilities. The first person would be Long Aotian. 

Suddenly, a black figure appeared at the shop’s entrance. With a domineering aura, he pushed the door 

open, “Xiao Tang?” 

“Uncle Wei~” 

That’s right! The person who Tang Wei sent a text message to was precisely Wei Chang. In Tang Wei’s 

heart, Wei Chang was the man who truly cared about her. Right now, upon seeing Wei Chang, with a 

grievance expression, Tang Wei threw herself into Wei Chang’s embrace and cried out bitterly. 

Qi Xuewen went into a daze. What… what is this situation right now? Who is this security guard uncle? Is 

he Tang Wei’s uncle? From the looks of it, it must be. When one’s niece is being bullied, the uncle, of 

course, had to come and help. 

“Ye Hua, isn’t that person your security guard head?” 

“Wow, brother-in-law’s underling sure is handsome, he is pretty much an uncle oppa~” Qing Yutong said 

exaggeratedly. 

Ye Hua also didn’t expect that Wei Chang would suddenly show up here, and that the reason he showed 

up was because of the girl. This made Ye Hua felt very astonished, since when did this underling of mine 

became this kind-hearted? 

Wei Chang patted on Tang Wei who was in his embrace and consoled, “Xiao Tang, tell me, who bullied 

you?” 
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Actually, the reason that Wei Chang came here was very simple. When a subordinate got bullied, as the 

elder brother, he should step forth and give the bully a lesson. In the past, this was how he had always 

done it. 

“Uncle Wei, I’m fine already.” Tang Wei’s face was a bit red as she separated herself from Wei Chang’s 

embrace. 

“If you are fine, would you have cry like that!” Wei Chang was very unhappy. When he saw the phone 

components that were in Tang Wei’s hand, his brows immediately wrinkled. Although Tang Wei has only 

started working at the bar not too long ago, Wei Chang knew that Tang Wei was very frugal, and came 

to work every day by foot. 

“What happened to your phone?” Wei Chang questioned. 

Tang Wei felt that she should not cause trouble for Uncle Wei, thus said, “I dropped it by accident.” 

“I say, what is going on with you this garbage security guard? Trying to stick out for a beautiful woman 

eh?!” The manager was practically not in a very good mood from the start. And right now, after seeing a 

male who wore a security guard uniform making a big fuss in his shop, he immediately became angry 

again. 
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Looking at the scene, Qing Ya was very worried, “Ye Hua, you should quickly step forth already, they 

seem to be about to start fighting.” 

“Everything’s fine.” Ye Hua said faintly. In this age, the number of people that could win against Wei 

Chang in a fight was very less, it was so less to the point that it could be counted with 2 hands. 

“You!!!” Qing Ya said while panting with rage as she stood up and was prepared to go help Wei Chang. 

In any case, this Wei Chang is after all my husband’s employee. 

Just that, right after she stood up, she got pulled by Ye Hua into his embrace, “Just watch will do.” 

“Oh my god, I can’t stand the both of you, showing off affection in public.” Qing Yutong covered her 

eyes and teased. 

Qing Ya struggled a few times with her face red. This scoundrel~ 

And he still dares to say that he won’t touch the same woman twice, it is all but nonsense! Look at just 

how many times he had eaten by tofu already~ 

The main reason was because of the child, which allowed two people of different worlds to miraculously 

get together. Without the child, Ye Hua would have absolutely not bother himself with Qing Ya, and 

Qing Ya would never return back to the bar to look for Ye Hua. Fate was always just this miraculous. This 

was also the reason why Ye Hua would not go and control it, because it would be able to bring him nice 

surprises. However, right now, I am feeling a little troubled with this nice surprise, this woman is slowly 

changing me. 
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For example, just a while ago, for that weak human to actually dare to speak conceitedly towards me, if 

it was placed in a few months ago, he wouldn’t be able to see tomorrow’s sun. Of course, I wouldn’t 

personally eliminate him, someone else would do it for me. However, right now, I can’t even be 

bothered to bother myself with him at all. Could it be that, it is really just as what Wei Chang said? This 

is the love which humans experience? The love which is able to make a person become better? 

Ye Hua was not very sure about it. I have to check on it furthermore, just only how many days has it 

been! No matter what, I am the almighty Supreme Overlord, and she is just an ordinary human. 

Although she is counted as outstanding within the humans, but she is still not worthy to be my partner. 

It should be because of the child… it should be. 

Ye Hua who was hugging onto Qing Ya silently thought to himself. However, although he was thinking to 

himself, his hands were gently caressing onto Qing Ya’s abdomen, causing Qing Ya’s face to become 

completely red. 

Qing Yutong couldn’t stand looking at it anymore. If the two of you want to seek for excitement, can you 

two please go to the toilet instead. 

Tang Wei was very angry right now, forget about it that this manager is not respectful towards me, but 

how could he insult Uncle Wei like that! 

“Manager, what gives you the rights to insult someone, what’s wrong with a security guard, at the least, 

it’s much better than you!” Tang Wei changed her weak demeanor and actually demanded the fierce 

manager for an explanation. 

The manager snorted in disdain, “A garbage security guard, and a poor woman. Both of you, get lost! 

Don’t affect my shop business!” 

At this moment, the surrounding customers were a little displeased with the manager. This shop was a 

very unique restaurant, after all, the food that they cooked were all pretty delicious. However, right 

now, they felt that this good restaurant was ruined by this manager. 

“Sigh, I won’t come to this restaurant again, I didn’t expect that the manager would be this kind of 

people, he is practically ruining this shop’s reputation.” 

“That’s right, that’s right, when he is insulting others, he is basically insulting himself!” 

“Dog eyes looking down on people.” 

The manager himself also heard the surrounding comments, angering him to the point that his face 

turned red, but he couldn’t say anything towards those comments. In the end, he could only vent his 

anger on Tang Wei and Wei Chang. It is all because of the two of them! 

Wei Chang saw that this man wanted to start being physical, and thus pulled Tang Wei to his back, “Xiao 

Tang, stand still and don’t move.” 

“Uncle Wei.” Tang Wei shouted worriedly. She was worried that Wei Chang would get beaten up by the 

manager, after all, the manager’s muscles which were bulging out from his western suit made him 

seemed to be very strong. 



The amount of blood that his hand got dyed by, even Wei Chang himself was not clear about it. 

Following along with Ye Hua and campaigning in all directions, he repeatedly set glorious records. Of 

course, it was the record of the amount of people he had eaten. There was a time where he devoured a 

city which had millions of humans, causing the other members of the Seven Sins to become 

dumbfounded. 

When talking about the number of kill counts, within the Seven Sins, Wei Chang was the most ruthless, 

with the most kill counts. 

“Was Xiao Tang’s phone smashed broken by you!” Wei Chang’s one-track mindedness is starting up 

again, Ye Hua shook his head. He is still the same as usual. 

“I smashed your mom!” The manager couldn’t take it anymore as he swung his fist towards Wei Chang’s 

forehead. 

Qi Xuewen who was at the side was prepared to step out and help Wei Chang. He is after all Tang Wei’s 

uncle, helping him is equal to helping Tang Wei. 

Slap! 

The manager’s fist haven’t even landed, and the manager’s face was already slapped by Wei Chang. The 

strength of the slap was just nice, it wouldn’t send the head flying, and at the same time, it wouldn’t 

send the manager flying, all the slap would do was let the manger feel humiliation! 

Ye Hua went into a daze, this slap of Wei Chang’s is not bad, the strength of the slap is controlled just 

nicely, not bad! 

“You dare to hit me? Do you know just who I am!” 

Slap! 

The other side of the manger’s face was met with a slap too. The word ‘unbelievable’ was completely 

written on the manager’s face. I actually got slapped onto the face twice by a security guard! 

“Was Xiao Tang’s phone smashed broken by you!” 

“It’s none of your goddam business!” 

Slap! 

The manager was shouting in his heart, I am not even able to clearly see this security guard’s movement, 

and although the slaps doesn’t hurt when they landed onto my face, my heart is hurting to death. 


